
THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH WORD 

"SURJEANT."

By I lie Rev. H. S. Gardner, B.A. 

[BEAD MABCH TTH, 1878.]

THE inquiry into the history of this word was suggested 
during the process of another search, illustrative of the way 
in which the particularity of the narratives of St. Luke in his 
Gospel and in the " Acts of the Apostles," throws great light 
upon, and is in turn confirmed by, ancient and specially 
Roman and Greek history, manners, and customs.

The passage more especially pertinent to our present 
inquiry, is the description of the apprehension and imprison 
ment of Paul and Silas, as contained in chapter xvi of the 
Acts.

It is interesting to observe that with respect to technical 
terms, representing purely Roman things, offices, .institutions, 
uud ways of thought, some are translated into Greek by a 
regular Greek word, such as would, at the time, be accepted 
as a sufficient equivalent. In one case, at least  and I think 
we may safely assume that there are several other parallel 
cases the Roman word is simply Graecised, as it were, being 
transported bodily iuto Greek, and only differing from the 
original in the characters representing it to the eye. Thus 
in verse 12, the Roman Colonia is the very word used by 
Luke, of course in the Greek characters (KoXom'a).

Not that we can suppose St. Luke ignorant of the Greek 
word of somewhat similar import, a-roucta, but he doubtless 
felt that the former word was the only one that could be
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correctly used, not only since the two words were not precisely 
synonymous, but also inasmuch as it was of a " de facto" 
Roman Colonia (viz., Philippi) that he was writing. But, on 
the other hand, having occasion (in verses 35, 38,) to speak 
of the Roman Lictors, for such the officers in question un 
doubtedly were, he does not adopt the original Roman term, 
but uses an entirely different one, pa.j3<iovxos, a word literally 
meaning " rod-bearer;" and doubtless this was the designation 
by which these officers were well known amongst the Greeks 
of that time.

But the question then occurred to me, " Is the English 
" word Sergeant, which is the rendering of pa/3£5i/x°c in our 
" authorized version, the best equivalent for either the Greek 
" word just mentioned or for the Roman Lictor ? and would 
" it not have been better to have retained the technical word 
" Lictor ?"

At the present time, perhaps, the first idea suggested by 
"Serjeant" is that of a military officer of the lower grade, 
i.e. one who is non-commissioned. It is true we have also 
our Serjeant-at-Law and our Serjeant-at-Mace, but I do not 
conceive that either of these titles would well correspond to 
the term Lictor. The following inquiries, then, are suggested 
here :  

I. What light does etymology throw upon the matter, both 
us to the original meaning of the word, and those 
which are secondary and derived ?

II. How and with what signification was it employed in 
the later Latin tongue ?

III. What meanings had it in the Norman-French and in 
the French generally, down to, say, the end of the 
13th century ?

IV. When did it first make its appearance in our English
language and literature, and with what meanings ? 

V. What was its signification in the Elizabethan, era ?
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VI. Is there any evidence tending to show that the trans 
lators of what we call the " authorized version" were 
influenced in the choice of this word by any previous 
versions of the Scriptures ?

We will try to answer these questions in order, and, 
I. As to the Etymology. There can, I suppose, be no 

question but that we have immediately obtained the word 
from the French, now written Seryent, but in O Fr. Serjent, 
thus only differing in the consonant coining in the middle of 
the word  iu early times, ̂ ' being used ; and in later French,^. 
And is it not rather a curiosity of language that our two 
ways of spelling the word, both co-exifting in time, should 
correspond with the two varying French orthographies, not 
existing side by side in point of time ? This French Serjent 
or Sergent is undoubtedly the Latin Servient, the stem of the 
imperfect participle Serviens from Servire = " to be a servant," 
" to serve." The best modern representative is the Provincial 
Italian Servient. The process of derivation is thus given by 
Brachet, in his Dictionnaire Etomologique: " Serjent comes 
"from Lat. Servienf-em, (1) by changing t into j, Servjent, 
" which (2) is reduced to Serjent by the regular fall of v." 
(Concerning this " regular" fall of v, I trust to say more 
presently.) However he goes on to say, " D'ailleurs, on 
" trouve serviens, clans les textes latins du moyen age au sens 
" du seryent, ce qui confirme 1'origine indiquee." With this 
derivation Roquefort, Littre, and others agree.

It is noteworthy that in both English und French we have 
a pair of words, both derived from the Latin, and of the same 
fundamental meaning, although one is a more general term, 
Serjeant having become specialised; in fact, it appears to 
have become specialised almost from the beginning. These 
two terms are, of course, the French Servant (fern. Servanle) 
and Sergent, corresponding precisely to the English equiva 
lents, Servant and Sergeant. (And perhaps there may be an



opportunity to speak of Servant at greater length hereafter.) 
But, in conclusion, with regard to this derivative of the 
Latin Servientem, we may observe that it exists in most, if 
not all, the Romance languages, thus  >

1. Italian ......... Serje»te = French "Sergent." Also.some-
times, " a foot-soldier."

2. Prov. Italian ..Servient (precisely the old Latin form.)

3. New Spanish 1 g . (according to Litlr6 Sirviente.) 
& Portuguese) s ^ o

4. Old Spanish . .Sergenie.
5. Old French ...Serjent.
6. Mod.   ...Sergent.
7. Provenqal ...Servent.
8. Burguudian...Sor/««.
II. We come now to the second part of our inquiry, viz., 

what meaning or meanings were assigned to the L. Latin terms, 
Serviens, plural Servientvs, from which, as we have seen, the 
French, English, and other representatives are descended.

Spelman, in his Glossarium, has two articles, one on this 
original form Serviens, which he speaks of as occurring in 
Roger de Hoveden's Chronicles and elsewhere, and another 
article on the corrupted or Low Latin forms of the same 
word, occurring as Sergans-antis, Sarganlus, Serjantus, 
Serjandits, Serziantus, Serzientus. Thus he gives seven 
Latin forms in all, from the more corrupted ones of which he 
derives the French and English equivalents.

Here are a few examples :   
1. De castrorura excubiis sumrne sollicitus, militibus xx, servientibut 

Ix. (Document of 1191.1
2. Cepit multos milites et servientes iu castello Malesarte. Roger de 

Hov. [538 1. 5 ?]
3. Tunis quam milites et ten-ientei contra sum victu et arm (is) ? 

munierunt. Id. [540 1. 21].

The following are examples in which the corrupted Latin 
forms, " Sargantus," " Serzientus," &c., occur : 

4. Baronibus militibus, ierziantis, omnique popido Christiano.
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Epistol Baldwin! Flacdr apud Arnold. (Here Spelman re 
marks, Opinor pro Scutigero, vel milite non loricato. Ubi in 
hindenbrogius, uti mihi videtur, lictores intelligit, vix assentiar : 
Dam voces " militibus" et " serziantis" intelligo de milite loricato 
et non loricato ; vel de equestri et non.)

5. Christianus Episcopus Moguntinus, et Philippus Cancellarius 
Imperatoris, cum 500 fere saijantibus per lorgam et arduam 
viam fessi, ad auxilium Rinaldo venerunt, et castra juxta Tus- 
culanum metati sint (sunt?) Godrid (Monach sub anno 1067).

6. Pro redemptions ejusdem terrae (viz. Sanctae) milli quingeutus 
milites et totidem sargantos in expensis nostris i Martio, usque 
ad annum transmittere decrevimus; et hoc manifesto spospon- 
dimus unicuique militi 30 uncias auri, et tantum annonae, quae 
ei ad annum sufficiet daturi. (et mox).

7. Milites itaque et sarganti jurabunt obedire illi quern magistrum 
eis ac ducem constituemus, et per annum stare in servitio Dei, 
&c. Charta Henrici Imperatoris apud eundem Godefrid (anno 
1195).

8. Neo esset aliquis inter eos qui militei ad stipendia aut ssrjantos ad 
solidum detineret. " Epist. Comit. S. Paulo ad ducem Loran," 
p. 269.

One thing, at least, is evident from the passages above 
quoted, namely, that milites and servientes or serjanti were 
not identical, but that they were two distinct kinds of armed 
men, and the latter, moreover, were probably superior in 
rank to the former. The last example quoted (8) shews also 
that the. recompense given to them for their services was 
not identical.

III. With regard to the third branch of the inquiry, let 
us first consider what meaning the word had in the Norman 
French, aud, indeed, in any French, up to the time indicated.

J. We find the word in the following extract from Chanson 
des Saxons, (t. i, pp. 1, 2.)

La corone de France doit etre raise avant,
Le premier roi de France fit par sen commant (ordre)
Couroner a (par) ses angles (anges) dignemant an chantaut;
Puis le commauda estre en terre son sergent,
Tenir droite justise et la loi mettre avant.
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" The crown of France must be put first. The first king 
" of France God caused, by his own order, to be crowned with 
" ceremony by his angels, singing the while. Then he 
" ordained that he should be his regent upon earth, to main- 
" tain strict justice, and to advance the law."

Here we find the word Kerjent, in a composition of the 
12th century, used indeed in the sense of Servant, but of a 
servant of the most honourable character " a representative" 
or *' vice-gerent." [I have copied the above extract from 
Geruzez's Histoire de la Literature Franqaise, note to p. 20. 
He has taken it from the edition of M. Francisque Michel, 
Techener, 1839, t. i, pp. 1,2. I may here remark that 
Roquefort says, at the end of his Glossary, that Jelmn Bodel, 
the author of the Chanson des Saxons, lived in the 13th 
century.]

2. " Avec eels alerent moult de sergens et de chevaliers 
" dont li nom ne sont mis en escrit." " With them went 
" many serjeants and knights, whose names are not recorded," 
(lit. " put in writing.") Villehardouin, xxviii (about 1207.) 
For other examples see xxv, xxxviii, xxxix, &c.

On its use in the above quoted passage, I shall take the 
liberty to read here a note to page 20 (xxv) of Smith's Trans 
lation of Villehardouin, published by Pickering.

" Serjians, Servientes, Serjeants. The term ' serjeant' 
" was applied to all fighting men beneath the rank of knight, 
" bearing arms beneath the banner of a seigneur, who owed 
" his superior lord for his fief the service of a certain number 
"of men. ' Serjeant' in our days (he goes on to say) has 
" acquired rather a ludicrous latitude of application, but, in 
" no instance that I remember, conveys the idea of' serviens.' 
" Shakspeare makes some approach to its feudal sense  
" ' Servant in arms to Harry King of England.' In the order 
" of Malta, servants at arms were the lowest rank of the 
" brotherhood ; they served in war, but being unable to prove
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" their nobility for four generations by both parents they 
" could never be received into the class of knights. The first 
" rank consisted of knights, the second of chaplains, the third 
" of servants at arms."

I think it right here to remark that I cannot agree with the 
abo\e note altogether, at any rate when he says that the term 
serjeant was applied to all fighting men below the rank of 
knights, for in the Latin passages I have already quoted we 
have milites and sen-ientes mentioned side by side, and in 
such a connexion as to make it certain that the two terms did 
not quite cover the same ground.

3. The next example which I shall give ought perhaps to 
have been given first, for I believe it is earlier than any other 
specimens which I have culled. It is taken from a poem of 
the ilth century, entitled " St. Alexis," xxiii.

Dune prent li pedre (le pere) de sas meilurs terganz; 
Par multes terres fait querre son amfant.

Then took the father one of his best servants (sergeants), 
Through many lands to make search for his child.

(See Bartsch. Chreitomathie, p. 19.)

4. The following passage, although taken from so modern 
a writer as Chateaubriand, is a quotation bearing the original 
date of 1270, being the formula whereby " 1'aumonier d'un 
" roi de France (St. Louis) prit possession de la patrie 
" d'Annibal."

Je vous dis le ban de notre Seigneur Jesus Christ, et de Louis, roi de 
France, son sergent. I give you the declaration of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, and of Louis king of France, his servant. Cha 
teaubriand, Itin. iii, 97. See CEuvrei Completes. Pourrat Freres, 
Paris : Tome ii, p. 110.

6. Ha ! biaus sire Diex, je auis votre sierjani, et sui en volre besoigne. 
Ah! good Lord God, I am your servant, and am (engaged) in 
your work. Christ, de Rains, 28 ; 13th century.

6. Mes serjant en vain se travaille 
De faire service qui vaille



Quant li servises n'atalente (fait plaisir) 
A celui cui 1'en le presents; i.e. 

Now a servant labours in vain
To perform service that may avail;
When the service gives no pleasure
To him to whom he presents them.

Roman de la Ease, 2029 (13th century).

7. Si parlerons .... des coutes que li sergani doivent a la 
seigneurs, si qui cil qui servent paceut comment il doivent servir. 
Beaumanoir, xxix, 1.

8. Et se nous le faisons ainsi, il (Dieu) fera aussi comme le bon 
seigneur doit faire a son mauvais sergant. Joinville, 197.

0. Biaus amis, vuidez mou ostel
Vuidez 1'ostel, j'el vos commant, .
Je n'ai cure de tel serjant;
James jongleor ne querrai,
Ne lor lignee ne tenrai;
Je n'en vueil nul, voise lor voie,
Mais Dieu les ait qui aime joie.

[Mion. t. iii, p. 294, v. 361, &c.]

The foregoing passage is an extract from the story of 
" Saint Pierre et le Jongleur," being the passage in which 
Lucifer tells the minstrel who had been unfortunate in his 
gaming to leave the infernal regions and go to paradise, and 
gives bis servants charge never in future to admit any minstrel 
into his domain. The diablolin who bad let in this particular 
minstrel comes in for much obloquy, and receives a severe 
drubbing from his fellow-devils. The following may be taken 
as a pretty free translation of the passage just given : 

Good friends clear my house
Clear my house, I command you,
I have no desire for such a sen-ant,
Never will 1 seek a minstrel,
Nor will I entertain their race ;
I want none, but all may go their way,
And may God take them, and joy in the bargain.

Here are a few other examples: 
10. Mais il couissant lo terjant de Deu, li plusors d'euz furent mueit

(changed) a la grasce de pieteit de la vestiali pense. 
Sed cognoscentes Deifamulum, eorum multi ad pictatis gratiam

a vestiali mente mutati sunt. Dial, de St. Oregoire, liv. ii, cap 1.
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11. Sire, n'est entree en jugement encontre ton sergent. Non entres 
in judicium cum servo tuo, Domine. Strm. At St. Bernard, 
fol. 145.

13. Uns Fevres manoit a Creeil, 
Qui, per vatre le fer vermeil, 
Quant 1'avoit tret du feu ardant. 
Avoit alone un serjant.

Le Fevre de Creeil.

On reviewing the fifteen examples of old Romance French 
here given, we find that the general idea of Servant pervades 
all, and that in at least eight instances, from the llth century 
onwards, the meaning is Servant, pure and simple ; in two 
instances belonging to the period of about 1150-1300, we 
have the additional meaning of Vice-gerent engrafted; whereas 
in five instances, mostly from Villehardouin (about 1207 A.D.) 
the word is used in that specially mediaeval sense of a certain 
kind of soldier, certainly one below the rank of knight, but 
apparently to be clearly distinguished from another, and 
probably lower, rank, styled, in the Latin passages which I 
have quoted, milites. In my opinion these were a species of 
stipendiary troops, who were ready to sell their swords and 
services to any country or commander that might require 
them and be willing to pay a fair remuneration.

With regard to the different ways of spelling the word in 
French, I have found at least nine. Eoquefort in his Glossary 
gives the following forms : Sergent, Sergant, Sergeant, 
Sergient, Serjans, Serjant, Serjanz, Serjens. To these we 
may add Siergans (E.)

IV. As to its entrance into our own literature, the two 
earliest works in which I have found it occurring are the 
romance of Hauelok the Dane, and the Life and Martyrdom 
of Thomas Beket, by Robert of Gloucester, a work published 
by the Percy Society (50-54, p. 33.) The latter book was 
first published in Edward the First's reign, and Havelok the 
Dane was probably first published in English in or about 
1280, so that these two works were probably not much sepa-
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rated from one another in point of time. The English version 
is a translation from the French of Geoffrey Gaimar, an 
Anglo-Norman poet of the first half of the 12th century, 
flourishing from 1141 to 1151. In these two works the word 
occurs at least nine times, once iu " Beket" and eight times 
in " Havelok." It is spelt in five different ways, Serjantz, 
Serganz, Sergaunz, Sergeans, and Seriaunz. Of these, the 
first occurs in " Beket," 1. 681, and it is the only one of the 
four methods which corresponds exactly to either of the nine 
French methods of spelling already quoted. It runs thus : 

1. On of his serjantz sat anigh, the while that mene woke 
In bis in at Canterbury : the chambre for to loke.

The second method of spelling occurs in " Havelok the 
" Dane," lines 2088, 209! : -

2. His wife, and his serganz fre. 1. 2088. 
8. His wife and his lerganz ]>rinne 2091.

So again 
4. Knithes and serganz swij>e sleir. 

i.e., Knights and sergeants very expert.

In each of the three quotations just given the word appears 
to mean soldiers, probably not of noble blood, and evidently, 
as appears in the last passage, not of knightly rank, but still 
having the honour to render personal service to their captain 
or commander. The third and fourth methods of spelling 
are interesting, as evident attempts to express the French 
method of pronunciation in English characters. The third, 
Sergaunz, occurs as follows : ' 

6. Sket (quick) cam tiding intil ubbe 1. 1928 
]>at at hauelok haude with a clubbe 
Of his slawen sixti and on 
Sergaunz fe beste fat mithen gon. 1929

8. Hwan fat feste (feasting) was al don 2354
A thusand knightes ful wel o hou
*****

With hem five thusand gode 2360 
Sergaunz, fat weren to fyht wode 2361
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7. Again 

And his fif thusand Sergaunz alle 1. 2371

The fourth method, Seriatim, occurs in

8. And jiine seriaunz al pre. 1. 2006

Here the word seems to have the simple meaning of servant. 
The fifth form occurs in the compound word Grith-sergeans,

9. Grith sergeans wit lenge gleyues (lances). 1. 1267 

The word Grith means " protection," " peace." Halliwell, 
in his Archaic Dictionary, explains the word to mean " grace," 
"protection," and says it is Anglo-Saxon; but of this he gives 
no proof. It is identical with the Icelandic word given above. 
The following are a few examples of its occurrence: 

10. The other aungels that fel him with, 
Whiche forsoke Qoddes grith.

Cunu Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab, f. 4.
11. I gaf hem grith, seid ouve kyng, 

Thorow out alle mery Inglond.
MS. Cantab. Ff. 48, f. 132.

12. And gif thou have do any trtspas 
Falle on knees and aske grace, 
And he wille gif the grith. MS. ibid. f. 55.

13. Thou purchases! us pes and gryth 
So seyth to us the prophete Davyil.

MS. Had. 1701. f. 80.
14. And that y may wynde him with

Into my centre you pees and gri/the.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii, 38, f. 143.

[Skeat in his List of English Words Icelandic, calls 
Grith a Middle-English word. In his edition of Havelok 
the Dane, note on p. 124, he says " Grith-sergeans, legal 
" officers to preserve the peace. These must not be confounded 
" with the Justiciarii Pads established in the beginning of 
" Edward Ill's reign, and called Gardiani Pads."  Vide 
Spelman in v.]

Here is one more ancient example, from the Romance of 
King Alexander, the author of which is not certainly known, 
but it must have been written before 1300 A.D., so that it
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cannot be much, if at all, later than the examples already 
quoted. It is spelt Sergeaum, a. method differing from either 
that has been already quoted, either in French or English,   
whence it results that we had, in English, including ancient 
and modern methods, eleven different ways, only one of which 
precisely agrees in orthography with one of the ten varying 
French forms.

 ') . Hy ben the altherbest [e];
That ben from est into west [e];
For hy connen shete the gripes fleigheyng
And the dragons that ben brennyng.
Hy ben in wode gode hunteres
To oaoehe bores and wilde beres
And ek lyouns and olyfaunz.
The kyng of these sergeaunz
May leden to bataille
Two thousand knighttes sauuz faille,
And seven hundreth olifaunz
And fourty thousande redy sergeanz.

From the Rev. Mr. Morris' Specimens of Early English, p. 54 (top). 
See also Weber Metrical Romances, (3 vols. M. 235).

They are the best of all
That are from east to west;
For they can shoot the flying griffins
And the dragons that are burning,
They are good hunters in the wood.
To catch boars and wild bears,
And also lious and elephants,
The king of these sergeants
Can lead to battle
Two thousand knights without fail,
And seven hundred elephants
And forty thousand ready serjeantt.

V. I have not met with many examples of the word under 
consideration between those of the early date already adduced 
and the Elizabethan era. The following are the principal. 
It occurs, spelt in two different ways, Rergont and Serjont, 
in Dan Michel's Ayenbite of Inwyt, (Remorse of Conscience,) 
bearing date of 1340 (Kent.) Edit. R. Morris, Loud., 1860.

We also meet with it several times in works of the com 
mencement of the 16th century, as in the Pricks of Con 
science, written by R. Rolle de Hampole, of which we have
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an edition by Dr. Morris, prepared by him for the Philological 
Society. Hampolo lived in Yorkshire, it is supposed, as a 
hermit.

We also find it in the Morte cCArl/ture, edited by Edmund 
Brock, in the beginning of the fifteenth century.

Be sckere of tliis sergeawit, he has me sore grevede; 
I foghte noghte wyth syohe a freke this fyftene wyntyra. 

Mort Arthure, MS. Lincoln, f. 65.

Here the word evidently means soldier.
Coming now to the Elizabethan era, which for convenience 

we may consider as extending from the commencement of 
Elizabeth's reign to about the year 1630, we shall find that 
the spelling of the word has assumed the form in which it 
at present appears, that from the eleven different ways in 
which we have met with it in the earlier period of the 
language we have the modern form as resultant, and I think 
we shall also find that the meaning, or rather meanings, of 
it then in vogue, correspond almost exactly with those in 
which we find it now. In Cotgrave's Dictionary we find 
the French word sergant rendered " a sergeant, officer (by 
" which he evidently means sheriff's officer,) catchpole, pursuy- 
" vant, apparitor; also (in old French) a footman, a souldier 
" that serves on foot." Then he gives a long catalogue, showing, 
apparently with more fulness than order, the different species 
existing of these in France, such as " Sergent d'armes," 
" Sergent Caftonnier," &c. From what he says, we gather 
that in the French of that time the word was never employed 
as a military term. It was, however, so used in England 
when we find it employed in this era to denote (i) a sheriffs 
officer (ii) a serjeant-at-arms ; (iii) by a figure this is applied 
to death, as in Hamlet,

Had 1 but time as this fell sergeant death 
Is strict in bis arrest O I could tell you.

Hamlet, act v, scene ii, 1. 320. See also in this sense Sylvester,
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Du Bartat  
And Death, drad Seriant of th' eternall Judge, 
Corns very late to his sole seated lodge.

P. 88 (86) third edition.

(iv) as a military term in nearly, if not quite, its modern 
sense.

In Shakespeare the word occurs thirteen times. In the 
first sense it occurs four times in the Comedy of Errors 
(act iv, scenes 2 and 3). From what we there read it would 
appear that the sheriff's officers at that time wore a kind of 
buff coat, heing the same uniform as was worn hy soldiers of 
that period in the field. This might suggest the question 
whether the office were not at first a military one, or whether, 
perhaps, soldiers were selected for the duty. The word is 
used in its second sense, that of serjeant-at-arms, twice, and 
then in Henry VIII (Act i, scene 1). In its third sense 
it is used once as we have already seen ; and it is used to 
denote a soldier six times, three times in Macbeth (Act i, sc. 2), 
and thrice in the first part of Henry VI (Act ii, sc. 1).

In the first sense we also find the word used in Taylor, 
thus 

The serjeant I before the jaylor name
Because he is the dog that hunts the game:
He worries it and brings it to the toyle,
And then the jaylor lives upon the spoyle. 1630 (iii, !0).


